High Velocity™ provides motorized shutter, awning, screen and interior window covering solutions that increase the enjoyment of your interior and outside living space. Our products offer the latest in technology and provide you with the peace of mind and comfort that you need. Motorized shutters, awnings and interior window coverings will increase the value of your property while also protecting your investment. High Velocity™ has the experience and expertise to provide the solutions that you need today.

- Security and peace of mind
- Storm protection
- Increased privacy
- Fewer UV rays which will protect your furnishings and artwork from fading
- Elimination of glare
- Reduced energy costs
- Extended living space
- Increased home value
- More time to enjoy life’s simple pleasures

**Sun and Wind Controls**

Somfy’s sun and wind sensors allow you to control Mother Nature. Your awning will automatically extend when there’s intense sun or retract upon sensing strong gusts of wind.

**Sunis WireFree™ RTS Sun Sensor**

is a wireless sun sensor that is powered with an integrated solar cell and uses RTS to automatically extend an awning based on the sun’s intensity.

**Eolis 3D WireFree™ RTS Wind Sensor**

is a wireless battery powered wind sensor that will automatically retract the awning when it detects the awning moving from wind or vibrations.

**Infrared Heater RTS**

The Heater with RTS receiver is a 1500w infrared heater. Equipped with Somfy’s exclusive RTS technology, users can control the heater with the same remote as their awning and patio lights. This weatherproof infrared heater is environmentally friendly (low CO2 footprint) and energy efficient by providing instant heat to warm people and not the air.

**i Pad, i Phone, i Touch**

In addition to standard control options, motorized awnings, screens, shutters and interior window coverings can be easily integrated with your i Pad, i Phone, i Touch devices. This enables you to control motorized window coverings and shutters, AV systems and security systems etc. all with one device. Additionally, options are available that allow you to control your motorized products remotely via Internet Explorer. So throughout the day whether you’re around the corner or around the world, you always have control of you products. Check your e-mail, check the weather and adjust your motorized systems all in a few minutes.

Internet Explorer® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

iPad, i Phone and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple.
Making your life easier and more enjoyable is our mission. We do this by providing motorized systems that not only protect your home from damage, but also enhance the experience that you have while at home. Our motorized systems offer convenience at the touch of a button and can even be programmed to operate automatically when you're away from home. Options are also available for remote access via the internet.

Innovative Design Solutions
Commitment to Quality
Research & Development
Lifestyle Enhancement

ABOUT HIGH VELOCITY

HIGH VELOCITY’S FOCUS

Innovative Design Solutions
Our services take your project from start to finish. We consult with you to determine the best products to meet your specific needs as well as handle all phases of the project from measuring, manufacturing to installing…we do it all. At High Velocity, our experience with motorized systems allows us to offer you the most innovative solutions available today.

Commitment to Quality
We set the highest standards for quality products and exceptional service. All of our motorized systems utilize state-of-the-art processes and the latest technology to provide for ease of use and maximum performance. This commitment is demonstrated by partnering only with industry leaders such as Somfy to provide you with finished products that you can rely on. Additionally, all products meet Florida Building Code and are Miami-Dade County Product Control approved.

Research & Development
Our success relies on your positive experience with motorized shutters, awnings, screens and interior window coverings, which means that we continually invest in engineering solutions to answer challenges that you face every day. The result is a robust offering that’s rich with performance controls and accessories that meet your needs.

Lifestyle Enhancement
Making your life easier and more enjoyable is our mission. We do this by providing motorized systems that not only protect your home from damage, but also enhance the experience that you have while at home. Our motorized systems offer convenience at the touch of a button and can even be programmed to operate automatically when you’re away from home. Options are also available for remote access via the internet.

High Velocity offers complete control with High Velocity and Somfy have partnered to provide you with controls and accessories that allow you to truly benefit from motorized shutters, screens, awnings and interior window coverings. These options maximize the product’s capabilities while adding style and sophistication to your home or office.

Choose from a broad range of colors and options - handhelds, wall switches and automatic timers. Each control features Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) which means window coverings can be operated from virtually anywhere without the need to point or aim the transmitter directly at the window treatment.

Remotes, wireless wall switches and timers are compatible with each other. While they operate together, they also complement each other with different functionality.

High Velocity controls are capable of individual remote control of motorized shades, screens, rolling shutters or awnings. Single-channel versions control one individual motorized window treatment or one group of motorized window treatments. Multi-channel versions control multiple individual motorized window treatments or multiple groups of motorized window treatments.

Standard Radio Wireless Wall Switches
High Velocity’s wireless wall switches feature the ability to customize buttons for easy identification of motorized window treatments. And, because the wall switches are wireless, installation is simple, illuminating the need for an electrician. Finishes include: white, ivory and black.

Standard Handheld Remote Controls
High Velocity’s motorized systems work seamlessly with Somfy’s full line of remote controls. Handheld remotes are ideal for nightstand or coffee table areas and are offered in a variety of finishes.

High Velocity’s focus

We set the highest standards for quality products and exceptional service. All of our motorized systems utilize state-of-the-art processes and the latest technology to provide for ease of use and maximum performance. This commitment is demonstrated by partnering only with industry leaders such as Somfy to provide you with finished products that you can rely on. Additionally, all products meet Florida Building Code and are Miami-Dade County Product Control approved.

High Velocity controls are capable of individual remote control of motorized shades, screens, rolling shutters or awnings. Single-channel versions control one individual motorized window treatment or one group of motorized window treatments. Multi-channel versions control multiple individual motorized window treatments or multiple groups of motorized window treatments.

Standard Radio Wireless Wall Switches
High Velocity’s wireless wall switches feature the ability to customize buttons for easy identification of motorized window treatments. And, because the wall switches are wireless, installation is simple, illuminating the need for an electrician. Finishes include: white, ivory and black.

Standard Handheld Remote Controls
High Velocity’s motorized systems work seamlessly with Somfy’s full line of remote controls. Handheld remotes are ideal for nightstand or coffee table areas and are offered in a variety of finishes.

High Velocity offers complete control with High Velocity and Somfy have partnered to provide you with controls and accessories that allow you to truly benefit from motorized shutters, screens, awnings and interior window coverings. These options maximize the product’s capabilities while adding style and sophistication to your home or office.

Choose from a broad range of colors and options - handhelds, wall switches and automatic timers. Each control features Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) which means window coverings can be operated from virtually anywhere without the need to point or aim the transmitter directly at the window treatment.

Remotes, wireless wall switches and timers are compatible with each other. While they operate together, they also complement each other with different functionality.

High Velocity controls are capable of individual remote control of motorized shades, screens, rolling shutters or awnings. Single-channel versions control one individual motorized window treatment or one group of motorized window treatments. Multi-channel versions control multiple individual motorized window treatments or multiple groups of motorized window treatments.
After several years of design work prompted by developer requests, High Velocity has engineered and certified to Florida Building Code, an integrated screen, railing, and motorized rolling hurricane shutter system for high-rise towers. This system, able to conform to any perimeter radius opening, combines hurricane shutter, screening and railing systems into a single system eliminating the need to schedule three trades and providing ease of screening replacement without the need to remove the shutter system.

**INTEGRATED SHUTTER, SCREEN AND RAILING SYSTEM**

Effortlessly open or close your motorized rolling shutters individually or as a group at the touch of a button.

Create a barrier around a pool for added safety.

Maximize your outdoor living space by enclosing your patio or lanai.

Minimize damage during a hurricane.

Simulate occupancy with a timer when you’re away from home to create a lived-in look.

Control your climate and save energy by lowering your utility bills and increasing the efficiency of your windows.

Save time and spend it in more enjoyable ways…every day.

Motorized rolling shutters can be operated at a moments notice, they can also be programmed to a timer to operate at scheduled times throughout the day.
Custom designed and specifically engineered for your needs, High Velocity’s motorized rolling shutters are the most versatile and convenient types of rolling shutter system available today. In addition to their well known hurricane protection benefits, motorized rolling shutters offer many more benefits to make your life easier and more enjoyable.

Motorized rolling shutters can be concealed into soffits and walls making the system nearly invisible and preserving the view until the system is needed.
Motorized Rolling Shades

High Velocity is experienced in providing automatic solutions for both interior and exterior spaces, including window coverings. Motorized window coverings including roller/solar shades, wood blinds, roman/woven shades, sheer horizontal shades, cellular shades and draperies provide convenience, comfort and control all at the touch of a button. Our full range of solutions provides the ultimate combination of indulgence and performance to improve your life while at home, or at the office.

Create a comfortable outdoor space with sun or shade that you'll use more often.

Extend your living space and create the ultimate deck you will enjoy year round.

Preserve your interior furnishings from the damaging effects of the sun.

Safeguard your awning by eliminating the wear and tear associated with manual operation. You can also add sensors to automatically retract the awning in high winds.

Simplify your life by eliminating the need to manually operate your awning with a crank.

Live smarter by insulating doors and windows from heat gain while lowering your energy bills.

Save time and spend it in more enjoyable ways...every day.

Motorized awnings are available in a variety of weatherproof fabrics to suit your style and enhance the exterior appearance of your home.

Motorized Awnings

Create a comfortable outdoor space with sun or shade that you'll use more often.

Extend your living space and create the ultimate deck you will enjoy year round.

Preserve your interior furnishings from the damaging effects of the sun.

Safeguard your awning by eliminating the wear and tear associated with manual operation. You can also add sensors to automatically retract the awning in high winds.

Simplify your life by eliminating the need to manually operate your awning with a crank.

Live smarter by insulating doors and windows from heat gain while lowering your energy bills.

Save time and spend it in more enjoyable ways...every day.

Motorized awnings are available in a variety of weatherproof fabrics to suit your style and enhance the exterior appearance of your home.
Retractable awnings are widely known for having superior sun blocking benefits for outdoor spaces. At High Velocity, we know that to truly take your experience outdoors to the next level, awnings must be motorized. Motorization transforms your typical experience because it makes your awnings so easy to use, which ultimately means that you'll use them more frequently and in different ways.

**Motorized Rolling Shades**

Effortlessly adjust hard-to-reach window coverings such as skylights or shades above a counter or behind a bathtub.

Instantly create privacy with the touch of a button.

Conveniently manage glare and even use natural light more often.

Take comfort in knowing that motorization has a positive impact on the environment by saving energy.

Create a lived-in look even when you're away from home with automatic timers.

Save time and spend it in more enjoyable ways...every day.

Motorized interior window coverings enhance your home because they offer quiet operation and don't affect your interior décor. The systems are slim and sleek and are completely concealed.
Motorized Accordion Shutters

Accordion hurricane shutters are engineered with an interlocking blade system that slides along structurally fastened tracks located at the top and bottom of the opening.

Motorized Rolling Screens

High Velocity offers motorized insect screens designed for every type of outside opening from porches and patios to lanais, decks and even garages. These flexible systems extend the usability of these outside spaces by eliminating bothersome insects while also creating an open-air area to enjoy day or night. With a press of a button, experience your outdoors in a new way.
High Velocity’s motorized accordion shutters are built to cover all types of openings. Whether you’re looking to protect windows and doors or enclose balconies and lanais, motorized accordion shutter systems provide the ideal solution. The system is extremely simple to operate with a mere push of a button and eliminates the strenuous pushing and shoving associated with the use of standard accordion shutter systems. Additionally, the system is remarkably quiet so you can easily incorporate it into your daily life to maximize its performance and reap benefits not typically associated with accordion shutter systems.

- Custom bends can be installed to the exact arc of the space without segmenting the track while still offering an unhindered view.

**MOTORIZED ACCORDION SHUTTERS**

- Create a pest-free area perfect for gatherings and entertaining.
- Enjoy al fresco dining without the nuisance of mosquitoes and other insects.
- Open and close your motorized insect screens according to your preferences with a press of button.
- Experience relaxation in your ventilated outdoor space while also maintaining your view.
- Spend your time enjoying your outdoor space without chemical insect repellants and bug sprays.

**MOTORIZED ROLLING SCREENS**
UNTIE YOUR HANDS
STRETCH FORMED CURVES-RADIUS SOLUTIONS

Free form your designs with no constraints using our state-of-the-art CNC stretch forming equipment. Acquired from Boeing Aerospace and programmed by world famous DeMott Technologies, High Velocity utilizes the proposed or existing curvature of perimeter architecture to custom form stack specific radius curved parts for conventional or glass balcony railings and hurricane shutter systems. Our pioneering work in this field has produced some of the most aesthetically pleasing cladding and railing systems seen anywhere.

EXTRACTION STRETCH FORMING

Our Extrusion Stretch Forming Division can provide significant cost savings through low initial tooling outlay and quick turn around times to maximize your profits. The value adding services we provide can be utilized by companies in a wide range of industries including construction, marine, aerospace, transportation, store display, fixtures and communications.

With a highly skilled staff possessing an in-depth knowledge of what it takes to produce a quality extrusion stretch formed product, High Velocity's Extrusion Stretch Forming Division can help you from prototype design and development through final production of your extrusion stretch forming needs.

With a focus on our customer's desires, we are dedicated to providing on-time and consistent design and manufacturing processes and components. Our dedicated and experienced team of engineers and machine specialist insure that your jobs are designed, fabricated, inspected, packaged and shipped to the critical tolerances that are required.
A Manufacturer You Can Count On

With computerized ordering, manufacturing and scheduling systems, dedicated High Velocity team members will exceed your installation and service expectations. By listening to the needs of our customers, we have consistently led the industry in the introduction of product advancements and innovations long before other manufacturers.

We invite you to visit our design center,
located at:

3390 Mercantile Avenue, just one block
east of Airport Pulling Road in Naples, FL.

Contact us to schedule a FREE
No Obligation Estimate

www.somfysystems.com